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Decision tree is a non-differentiable, highly
non-linear classifier.
Studies on the robustness of decision trees
based models are limited.

Robustness evaluation using attacks on 10 datasets

Robustness vs number of trees, robust
trees consistently outperform natural trees

Natural and robust trees’ decision boundaries

Enumerating all possible assignment for examples in 
ambiguity set is very expensive. Thus, we only consider 
four representative situations:

Robust Decision Trees Against Adversarial Examples
Hongge Chen (MIT), Huan Zhang (UCLA), Duane Boning (MIT), and Cho-Jui Hsieh (UCLA)
Source code (XGBoost compatible!): https://github.com/chenhongge/RobustTrees

We propose robust splitting by considering worst
possible perturbations within an ℓ∞ ball with radius ϵ
that minimize the split score for a split point:

Tree based models are also vulnerable to
adversarial examples!

Our main contribution: a robust training
method that can significantly improve
robustness for decision tree based models
(GBDT, random forest, etc).

Challenge: How to solve robust
optimization efficiently during decision
tree training?
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Splitting a feature with best classification error may not
be the best choice!
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High split score, low robustness

Lower split score, better robustness

Efficient as it only adds a constant factor to training time!

In decision tree training, we find the best feature and its
value to split examples on a leaf, maximizing a split score.

We use formal verification tools to obtain
guaranteed verified error under any attack

Source code (XGBoost compatible!): https://github.com/chenhongge/RobustTrees

LightGBM

We optimize tree performance under the
worst-case perturbation of input features,
which leads to a max-min robust
optimization problem.

Unlike adversarial training in DNNs, robustness of
trees can be verified within reasonable time.

MNIST ℓ∞ 
distortion

Verified Err. with 
MILP (exact)

Verified Err. with 
Chen et al. (upper bound)

0.2 10.0% 20.6%

0.3 36.0% 53.0%


